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Dear Donor and Friend,

202018 has been a busy year for us. As many of you 
know, over the past few years we have been 
developing Wild Philanthropy (our charitable 
organisation); Wild Enterprise (our social 
enterprise); and Wild Expeditions (our Ethiopian 
impact travel business). 

All of which would not have been possible 
without the support of the Friends of Wild 
Philanthropy and Journeys by Design (our 
Travel Partner) who took the leap of faith to 
kick start this group. This enabled us to bring 
philanthropy and business closer together so 
that we can deliver long-lasting change that 
empempowers  local communities through 
economic development. 

Wild Philanthropy allows us to drive 
philanthropic capital into the right places. 
Through refining our model over the last year 
we can play to our strengths and deliver the 
greatest positive impact in Africa. We use our 
networks on the ground to identify the 
highest impact projects, which we match with 
our donoour donors.

We were delighted that Wild Enterprise was 
accepted onto the Social Ventures Incubator 
Programme at the University of Cambridge 
Judge Business School. The support we’ve 
been given has opened up opportunities to 
receive advice from leading thinkers in the 
Social Enterprise space and further solidify 
our our legal structures. This will enable Wild 
Enterprise to deliver on its social mission 
while remaining business focused.
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_AFRICA’S WILDLIFE, 
WILDERNERNESS AND CULTURES 
ARE UNDER THREAT. THE SCIENCE 
HAS NEVER BEEN CLEARER. THE 
NEED FOR ACTION NEVER SO 
URGENT. WE ARE THE FIRST 
GENERATION TO KNOW THAT WE 
ARE DESTRARE DESTROYING THE PLANET ON 
WHICH WE DEPEND.

Introduction
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We have developed this impact economy to play a small 
but important role showing how responsible tourism can 
support Africa’s people, wildlife and wildernesses. 2018 is 
our second full year of operations and through our 
charitable arm, Wild Philanthropy, we have continued to 
support a range of conservation and community 
development projects. Through our impact investment 
arm, arm, Wild Enterprise, we are continuing to help grow our 
community led travel business, Wild Expeditions Ethiopia. 

Throughout 2018 Wild Philanthropy has been developing 
our network of trusted conservation and community 
partners to drive finance into the most needed areas. Some 
of the projects we’ve supported have included scientific 
research, solar pump irrigation systems, rhino 
conservation, anti-poaching and the support of rangers. 
Wild Enterprise has helped Wild Expeditions grow its 
bubusiness, creating new jobs as well as demonstrating to 
local communities the value of the surrounding 
ecosystems.

We are exceptionally fortunate to have our Friends 
Programme, which underwrites our operating costs 
allowing us to drive 100% of any other donation we 
receive to projects on the ground. Looking ahead, we have 
developed some ambitious targets to scale up our 
philanthropic support to raise and deploy significant 
funding on the ground. 



01: FOUR COUNTRIES 
SUPPORTED

02: US$ 359,840 DEPLOYED IN 
AFRICA

03: 61 IMPACT TRAVELLERS

_OVERALL SUMMARY 
IMPACTS FOR 2018

01 The Core Ecosystems Projects supported are in Kenya, Tanzania, 
Ethiopia, and Democratic Republic of the Congo.
02 This figure includes both donated funds and impact investment.
03 These individuals have donated to Wild Philanthropy as a result of 
their travels.



The Impact Economy
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_OUR MODEL HAS THREE 
DISTINCT APPROACHES: OUR 
CHARITABLE WORK, OUR IMPACT 
INVESTMENT, AND OUR ETHICAL 
TRAVEL BUSINESS. 



Building an impact economy
In the US, Wild Philanthropy, Inc. is a 
registered 501(c)(3) Public Charity. This 
allows donations to be tax deductible to the 
full extent of the law. In the UK we work 
with Prism the Gift Fund which allows us to 
receive an additional 25% Gift Aid on 
donations from UK taxpayers. Wild 
PhilanthPhilanthropy identifies high impact 
conservation and community projects and 
links them up with prospective donors. We 
carry out due diligence on these projects so 
we can be confident in building a strong 
lasting relationship with them and 
recommending them to donors as the 
pprojects we class as holding a high impact 
return.

In the UK we are going through the final 
stages, with support from Cambridge 
University, of registering Wild Enterprise as 
an independent Social Enterprise. Wild 
Enterprise will continue to invest in and 
support development of marginal tourism 
businesses that can deliver positive 
conserconservation and community development 
impact. Written into its Articles of 
Association is a mission lock, an ethical 
mechanism that ensures the business puts 
stakeholders before shareholders. Under 
UK company law (Companies Act 2016) this 
will be a legal requirement of the company. 
This enabThis enables the business to put social and 
environmental priorities ahead of financial. 
It will also be legally obliged to distribute at 
least 10% of its profits to Wild Philanthropy.

In Ethiopia, we have Wild Expeditions 
Ethiopia, a local travel business in which 
Wild Enterprise is the majority shareholder 
alongside four local shareholders. Wild 
Expeditions aims to support sustainable 
economic development in Ethiopia which 
protects Ethiopia’s natural resources 
rather than rather than extracts them.

Our organisational model has three distinct 
approaches: our charitable work (Wild 
Philanthropy), our impact investment (Wild 
Enterprise) and our ethical travel business 
(Wild Expeditions). These are different ways 
to prevent the loss of Africa’s wildlife and 
wilderness whilst demonstrating sound 
ececonomic benefits for local communities. In 
order to reverse this decline, we need to 
firstly drive philanthropic finance into high 
impact conservation and community 
development projects. Alongside this we 
need to establish responsible tourism 
business models which offer longer-term 
solutions that do not solutions that do not require continued 
philanthropy. In addition, these businesses 
provide critical economic opportunities to 
marginalised communities, demonstrating 
the value that protecting wilderness and 
wildlife has for local communities through 
tourism.



Wild Philanthropy

_AT THE CORE ARE OUR FRIENDS, 
A GROUP OF 
FORWARD-THINKING 
CONSCIENTIOUS ADVENTURE 
TRAVELLERS WHO HELP PROVIDE 
WILD PHILANTHROPY WITH THE 
STABILITY TO BE ABLE TO GROW 
AND DEVELOP STRAND DEVELOP STRATEGICALLY.
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01: US$ 175,840 DONATED TO 
CONSERVATION AND COMMUNITY 
PROJECTS

02: 52,561 HECTARES OF LAND 
SUPPORTED

03: 692 COMMUNITY MEMBERS 
SUPPORTED 

_WILD PHILANTHROPY 
SUMMARY IMPACTS FOR 2018

01 These are the grants provided to our Charitable Partners.
02 This is the area supported through our work with Enonkishu and 
Tongwe Trust.
03 The number of community members directly supported through Wild 
Philanthropy initiated grants.



Wild Philanthropy deployed over US$ 175,000 to a 
range of conservation and community projects. See 
pages 15 to 17 for the full list of supported projects.

ThThrough our support to Enonkihsu Conservancy and 
Tongwe Trust we have helped support over 50,000ha 
of conservation land. Enonkishu is implementing 
multiple revenue streams to support the 
conservancy. We are helping Enonkishu by 
supporting Last Line of Defence. See over leaf to 
read more about projects at Enonkishu.

Our immeOur immersive travel itinerary in Ethiopia was 
shortlisted for the We Are Africa travel awards. We 
Are Africa is the leading African Travel Trade show 
and this provided us with a unique platform to 
communicate our work.

THIS HAS ENABLED US TO DO THE 
FOLLOWING:



Charitable Partners
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PROJECTS WE’VE SUPPORTED IN 2018



PROJECTS WE’VE SUPPORTED IN 2018



PROJECTS WE’VE SUPPORTED IN 2018



Core Ecosystems Projects
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ENONKISHU PROJECTS
CORE ECOSYSTEM PROJECT



OMO VALLEY PROJECTS
CORE ECOSYSTEM PROJECT



Wild Enterprise

_ALL THE EFFORTS OF WILD 
ENTERPRISE HAVE BEEN 
FOCUSED TOWARDS 
SUPPORTING THE GROWTH OF 
OUR FIRST IMPACT 
INVESTMENT: WILD 
EXPEDITIONS ETHIOPIA.
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01: US$ 220,000 INVESTED IN 
COMMUNITY-LED TOURISM

02: 35 PEOPLE PROVIDED WITH 
TRAINING

03: US$ 1,189,959 BACK INTO THE 
AFRICAN ECONOMY

_WILD ENTERPRISE 
SUMMARY IMPACTS FOR 2018

01 Impact investments made by Wild Enterprise into Wild Expeditions 
Ethiopia.
02 This training is for staff and community members in Ethiopia for 
business planning, sales, and camp operations.
03 This is the value of ethical tourism business so far created in Ethiopia.



We have provided US$ 220,000 of impact
investment into Wild Expeditions, helping to grow
the business whilst providing technical support
including business planning, marketing, and 
training support.

WWe supported six members of the Wild Expeditions 
team to received training at one of Wild 
Philanthropy’s partners, Enonkishu Conservancy. 
Here the team were able to get a better 
understanding of how a Kenya safari business 
operates, and especially how the Maasai guide 
tourists. This was a great opportunity for the team 
to to learn from some of the best in the industry. We 
sent an experienced ground handler from Kenya to 
spend time working with seven of the Addis-based 
Ethiopian team, helping develop their sales and 
operational processes. This provided Wild 
Expeditions with a platform to manage operations 
going forward.

With support from Cambridge University, we are in 
the final stages of registering as a Social 
Enterprise. This will include a range of 
mechanisms (enshrined in UK company law within 
our Articles of Association), ensuring that the 
business: puts stakeholders first; acts in the best 
interests of community and conservation; donates 
at at least 10% of net profits to Wild Philanthropy; and 
is asset-locked, protecting its charitable mission.

As part of the investment, we refurbished Lale’s 
Camp and introduced a training programme for all 
staff. This has helped the community develop 
additional transferable skills whilst increasing the 
overall standard of the camp.

THIS HAS ENABLED US TO DO THE 
FOLLOWING 

$



Wild Expeditions

_IN ITS THIRD YEAR OF 
OPERATIONS, WE ARE CLOSE TO 
BREAKING EVEN, WITH GROWTH 
TRENDS SHOWING 2019 TO BE A 
VERY GOOD YEAR.
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01: 38 PEOPLE EMPLOYED

02: US$ 20,000 USED TO SUPPORT 
CONSERVATION / COMMUNITY 
DEVELOPMENT

03: US$ 33,755 CONTRIBUTED TO LOCAL 
COMMUNITES THROUGH TOURISM FEES 

_WILD EXPEDITIONS 
SUMMARY IMPACTS FOR 2018

01 This is the total number of Wild Expeditions employees in Ethiopia. A 
full 97% of these are Ethiopian nationals – of which 55% are from 
marginalised communities in the Omo Valley. 
02 This is the estimated in-kind time and resources provided to the Kara 
Community Farm project from Wild Expeditions Ethiopia staff.
03 This is the amount provided to the wider local communities through 
tourism activities. It does not include direct employee earnings.



THIS HAS ENABLED US TO DO THE 
FOLLOWING 





With huge thanks to you for your engagement

Photographers: Simon Morris, Alistair Taylor-Young, 
Cameron Anderson Raffan, Paul Callcutt, Paul Herbertson



IMPACT TRAVEL AND CONSERVATION

WILDPHILANTHROPY.COM
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